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Lesson  Plan
Name： 

Sophia Liu 劉煥智
Date：
February 9, 2009

Time：
45 minutes

Class：
10-11 years old

Materials：
Self produced

School：
Chung Cheng Primary School

Aim：In the end of lesson
1.Children will learn to read numbers 1-25 in English.
2.Children will learn the animals names: lion, fish, cat, bird, ox 
3.Children will write the numbers in English.
4.Children will know the past tense “ed”.
5.Children will complete the wok sheet successfully. 

Procedure Material Time

Warm up
Activity 1（animals names）

Sing song’ Old MacDonald had farm’ few times.
Teacher uses flash cards to review lion, fish, cat, bird, ox 

children needed to call out those words
Teacher change words of song into different numbers and 

animals 
To have children to sing with teacher. 

Activity 2 （numbers）

Bingo game 1-25
Teacher will draw a Bongo chart on the black board.
Teacher will cover those number with flash cards
Student will call out the number from1-25
Who call out the correct number gets the point
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Activity 3（Summaries lesson）

Work on the worksheet ‘Bobo goes Christmas Shopping’
（attach 1 ）

Teacher read the worksheet to children first
To have children to fill the numbers in the blank
Teacher check answer with student
To have children to read out loud together.
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Class:______  No: _______ English Name:____________ Chinese Name:_________

B O B O  G O E S  C H R I S T M A S  S H O P P I N G
On Monday morning, Bobo’s mother asked him to go the shops.

She gave him a shopping list.

on the list were:please write the number in the blank and check each list

(      ) three loaves of  bread,

(      ) ten Chinese sausages,

(      ) five apples,

(      ) fifteen big fat fishes.

He went to the bakers and bought_______ (3)loaves of  bread.

He ______(went, goes)to butcher and bought _________(10)Chinese sausages.

He _______(went, goes)____ fruit shop and bought ________(5)apples.

He _______(went, goes)____ fish shop and bought ___________(15) big fat fishes.

On his way home he met an ox who said’ I’m hungry’, so Bobo gave him a load 

of  bread. 

_____ met a lion ____said ‘I’m hungry’, so _____ gave him four Chinese sausages

_____ met a bird ____said ‘I’m hungry’, so_____ gave him three apples.

_____ met a cat____ said ‘I’m hungry’, so _____ gave him a fish.

He got home and put the shopping basket on the table.

His mother said:

‘Oh Bobo!I said three loaves of  bread, not two(       )

ten Chinese sausages, not six(       )

five apples, not two(       )

fifteen big fat fishes, not fourteen.(       )

               Next time we’ll go together!
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